
The operating scenario is increasingly close to our territory

An effective military instrument is mandatory

It is increasingly important  to know the operational 
availability of the weapon system when  the mission starts

Mission Reliability





My thanks to Eng. Nunzio Abbate for 

allowing me to use some of his slides

My presentation comes from what 

STMicroelectronics presented a few 

days ago at METROIND 4.0 & IoT 

2020







The most updated Infologistic tools 
predict the operational availability 
even in a very sophisticated multi-
role and multi-mission context but 
assuming  a generic mission at a 
generic time.

The limitation of these tools 
consists in the prior definition of a 
set of standard missions on which 
the simulation is carried out



The need to evaluate Ao mission has emerged from various exchanges of 
opinion that took place in recent years both with Military Personnel
specialized in Integrated Logistic Support Engineering and personnel from 
the Defense industries.

A tool able to evaluate the status of the Weapon system and that integrates
the remaining useful lives of the equipment (RUL), to obtain the mission 
RUL.  That is, the possibility that the weapon system remains efficient in the 
specificity of the mission at the time of its departure and for the time of the 
mission.



Mission Reliability

Our Armed Forces must evaluate the operational readiness of the weapon 
system at the mission start, taking into account  to the real state of the 
complex system which has already faced many missions in many roles.

Once the mission to be accomplished is known, there is no longer a generic 
mission but a specific mission.  The weapon system is in a specific state 
resulting from missions already accomplished.

Up to now there was no concrete possibility of measuring the state of wear 
for all devices, but only for those few equipped with a self wear analysis



The methodology necessary to achieve this goal has already been
announced in various conferences and has also been reported in various
papers. 

The necessary technology could be the one  indicated by STMicroelectronics





By suitably integrating the RULs of the components, the RUL 

(short-term) of the outgoing mission can be obtained





More than 20 
publications

And….



More than 120 
complex systems in 

47 years
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Some technical notes about
MEMS







The technology indicated by ST microelectronics is a KET (Key Enabling Technology) 
which can make use of concepts already gained from a methodological point of view.

The integration between the two concepts does not require a redesign of the existing
weapon systems but instead can be added to carry out a revamping of equipment
that can still guarantee military performance but no longer considered de facto  
reliable.

The measurement network for calculating the remaining useful life can be placed side 
by side with the already existing components without hindering the operation.
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From reliability  to mission reliability  -
the role of edge processsing

An experiment on a minor weapon system to verify the effectiveness of this 
technology

It should be emphasized that the project would be totally Italian both at the 
component level and as a system methodology

There are no ITAR limitations and both the technological and metological
components are of top of class.
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